
How Astegic Provided an Effective Enterprise
Risk Management (ERM) System To AcuTech To Help Its
Clients Manage Their Risks And Maximize Opportunities 
That Lead To Project Success

Case Overview
Acuity® is a cloud-based risk management 
application owned by AcuTech. Acuity® allows 
users to work with a defined risk management 
process including project management, 
protocols, risk matrix, and report generation. 
The Acuity® application provides role-based 
access where each user can interact with the 
application according to their role(s), and 
perform assigned tasks more effectively. It has 
a risk management framework that includes 
defining organization, accounts, project, 
protocol, risk matrix, workflows, and generating 
report.

AcuTech was looking for a software QA & 
Testing partner to test their web and mobile 
based cloud-platform. AcuTech partnered with 
Astegic. Astegic delivered a comprehensive QA 
& testing solution across Acuity®’s mobile and 
web systems.

As Astegic started, the business analysis team 
saw that proper coding standards were not 
being followed-- which made it extremely 
difficult to understand, debug, and outline 
processes to maintain the code for future. 
Astegic knew it would take a herculean effort to 
fix issues and make the code usable, but were 
very confident that they would deliver the 
goods.

The Requirement
Astegic started out by analyzing Acuity®’s 
software code. AcuTech had a QA vendor in 
place before Astegic’s involvement. This 
entailed a lot of challenges for both AcuTech 
and Astegic. This was mostly due to bad 
design and planning. Seeing the coding 
standards that were used in the scripts, Astegic 
found a lot of discrepancies and flaws in the 
automation methodology in place.

Astegic realized that there was an apparent 
need for a thorough analysis of the code before 
an effective automation framework could be 
deployed. 

There were many issues in the code—major 
issues were seen immediately while others 
kept getting uncovered as QA proceeded. Some 
of the major issues formed the basis for key 
project requirements for Automation. 

Our Approach
Astegic started by outlining the major issues 
and explaining to AcuTech the challenges with 
Acuity®’s existing framework, code and 
processes. We identified the issues, 
recommended a solution, and explained the 
benefits of the solution:

Issue 1
More than 200 test scripts in place, scripts 
anticipated to go up to 500, yet no automation 
framework deployed. Without a scalable and 
robust framework, such a large number of 
scripts cannot be handled. There has to be a 
framework designed to accommodate 1000+ 
test cases.
Recommendation
Deploy a Hybrid Automation Framework (Data 
+ Keyword Driven). At later stages, move to 
Page Object Model (POM). 

Issue 2
Test scripts are old and not updated, as such 
most of the scripts failed upon execution.
Recommendation
Starting with current test scripts, update all 
scripts as per new functionality/UI. 
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Issue 3
Test Data / Locators / File Paths are hardcoded 
throughout the code. Such scripts will fail every 
time a change is made in the paths. This will 
also make the scripts extremely difficult to 
maintain and update.
Recommendation
Deploy QA Automation framework with Object 
Repository to keep all Locators. Complete test 
data will then be driven from the test data excel 
sheet.

Issue 4
Test Scripts only support one browser, i.e., 
FireFox.
Recommendation
Build code in such a way that it can run on any 
of the browsers/OSs combination. Develop 
framework in such a way that few of the test 
cases run in Chrome browser & other on 
Firefox browser and vice-versa.

Astegic’s approach to handling the above, and 
other issues that were discovered as the 
project continued, ultimately led to the delivery 
of a highly reliable, clean and robust code.

Our Solution
Astegic’s QA team was engaged in manual and 
automation testing of the web and mobile 
applications. For testing the web-based app, 
especially the reporting solutions, we used 
Selenium. 

The key advantages that AcuTech benefitted 
from through the use of Astegic’s QA 
automation framework deployment included: 

Support for updations of a test case
If there is change to any test case, only the test 
case file will need to be updated while the 
Driver Script and Startup script will remain 
unchanged. There's no need to update the 
scripts in case of changes to the application.

Teams follow standard coding standards
This brings in consistency during test library 
design phase and prevents individuals/teams 
from following their own coding standards, 
thus avoiding duplicate coding.

Separate layers for scripts and data
Test Automation scripts are separated from 
input data store and only the input data gets 
manipulated whereas no modification is 
needed for the test scripts.

Reusable libraries
Once developed, the libraries can be used over 
and again, saving time for the entire project 
team/organization.

Provision for Role-based access
By giving right role-based access, the standard 
process of test automation scripting is 
maintained.

Other benefits included low cost of 
maintenance, support for future 
enhancements, and high consistency during 
test execution. 

About AcuTech
AcuTech Software is the software division of 
AcuTech Consulting Group, the leaders in 
process safety since 1994. In late 2014, 
AcuTech worked collaboratively with 
well-respected companies on addressing the 
challenges the industry continued to face and 
in 2015, developed Acuity®.

Acuity® is a cloud based enterprise software 
solution, that can work anywhere in real-time, 
supporting process safety assessments, audits 
and checklists, often replacing the Microsoft 
Excel spreadsheet approach.

About Astegic
Astegic is a US-based Quality Assurance (QA) company with an offshore global delivery center. At Astegic we 
have 15+ years of independent software QA experience, we have written more than 50,000 automation 
scripts and conducted over 800,000 test cases for clients in a vast number of industries, including: fortune 
500 companies, federal government and non-profits. We have domain-specific knowledge in the consumer, 
enterprise, eLearning, healthcare, and telecom sectors. Astegic has a dedicated Testing Center of Excellence 
(TCoE), specializing in providing solutions across Mobile, Cloud and API testing.
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